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Recent research has highlighted the importance of mixed-initiative interactions in conversational search. To enable mixed-
initiative interactions, information retrieval systems should be able to ask diverse questions, such as information-seeking,
clariication, and open-ended ones. Question generation (QG) of open-domain conversational systems aims at enhancing the
interactiveness and persistence of human-machine interactions. The task is challenging because of the sparsity of QG-speciic
data in conversations. Current work is limited to single-turn interaction scenarios. We propose a context-enhanced neural
question generation (CNQG) model that leverages the conversational context to predict question content and pattern, then
perform question decoding. A hierarchical encoder framework is employed to obtain the discourse-level context representation.
Based on this, we propose Review and Transit mechanisms to respectively select contextual keywords and predict new topic
words to further construct the question content. Conversational context and the predicted question content are used to
produce the question pattern, which in turn guides the question decoding process implemented by a recurrent decoder with a
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joint attention mechanism. To fully utilize the limited QG-speciic data to train our question generator, we perform multi-task
learning with three auxiliary training objectives, i.e., question pattern prediction, Review, and Transit mechanisms. The
required additional labeled data is obtained in a self-supervised way. We also design a weight decaying strategy to adjust the
inluences of various auxiliary learning tasks. To the best of our acknowledge, we are the irst to extend the application of QG
to the multi-turn open-domain conversational scenario. Extensive experimental results demonstrate the efectiveness of our
proposal and its main components on generating relevant and informative questions, with robust performance for contexts
with various lengths.

CCS Concepts: · Information systems→ Users and interactive retrieval.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Conversational search, neural question generation, open-domain conversations, context
modeling

1 INTRODUCTION

Open-domain conversational systems, also known as chit-chat dialogue systems, aim to converse with humans
on various open-ended topics to maximize long-term user engagement [20]. They can be applied to provide
natural human-machine interactions for conversational retrieval systems, and can also directly provide support
for information-seeking activities [2, 11, 23, 45].
For an open-domain conversational system, asking questions is a necessary social skill as it can be used to

provide suggestions, extend discussed topics and solicit user feedback [61, 63], all of which serves to enhance
dialogue engagement and achieve persistent multi-turn interactions. As a special kind of response, questions can
be generated by ordinary response generation (RG) methods [48, 67, 71] or traditional question generation (QG)
methods [14, 15, 18, 37ś39, 52] for machine reading comprehension (MRC). However, there is a clear demand to
design QG models in the context of open-domain conversations due to two reasons:

• Given a conversational history, ordinary RG models are able to generate a question. However, this happens
with random probabilities, meaning that we cannot control the form of responses to-be-generated. There is
no large-scale ⟨context ,question⟩ data in ordinary chat corpora [47], where RG methods may not be trained
suiciently to have ideal performance on generating questions.
• In MRC, QG aims to augment the training data for the reverse task, i.e., question answering, so the question is
usually a factoid one and its answer is limited to a small scope of the given text. However, in open-domain
conversations, the purpose of QG is to enhance dialogue engagement, so questions are required to be more
diverse and lexible. This means that questions of open-domain conversations do not always have unique
answers owing to rich language expressions, and fresh topics that have not appeared yet but are related to
conversation are encouraged to come in. In addition, in question generation for MRC, the input text is usually
informative and contains many entities, which is quite diferent from that in open-domain conversations. Chat
texts are colloquial, sometimes inconsistent in word expressions and ambiguous in semantics. This increases
the diiculty for traditional QG to generate relevant and informative questions in open-domain conversations
[27, 31, 61].

Despite a clear demand on pushing towards asking good questions in open-domain conversations, so far, the
volume of work on the task appears to be limited. Several researchers have studied the problems of preference
elicitation [e.g., 11, 45] and query clariication in the context of conversational search and recommendation [e.g., 2,
22]. Wang et al. [63] andWang et al. [61] focus on question generation in the setting of open-domain conversations
but their approaches only consider a user’s latest utterance to generate a question, ignoring the previous
conversational history. In the multi-turn scenario, generating a random or free-style question without considering
its context is not useful for enhancing conversational engagement [20, 59].

Our work focuses on leveraging conversational context to generate relevant and informative questions, which
can extend the application of QG to the multi-turn open-domain conversational scenario. We introduce auxiliary
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learning tasks from conversational context modeling to make full use of the limited QG-speciic data to train our
proposed QG model in a multi-task learning framework. Our eforts lead to a context-enhanced neural question
generation (CNQG) method that employs the idea of two-stage process to irst identify the question content and
pattern, and then to generate a question, as shown in Fig. 1. The CNQG model is implemented in an end-to-end

manner; its input is the conversational context and output is the question.

Context

A :  Good morning, sir. How 

may I help you?

B :  Good morning! Do you 

have any rooms available at 

the moment?
Semantic

Topics

Content

Pattern

yes/no

what

who

how

where

when

why

which

do

what

who

how

where

when

why

which

No, not yet. Is it good?

Question

1st Stage

2nd Stage

Fig. 1. Illustration of the two-stage process underlying CNQG.

To be speciic, a hierarchical context encoder is adopted to obtain the semantic representation of conversational
context. For question content, we design two parallel mechanisms, i.e., Review and Transit, to produce relevant
topics. The Review mechanism focuses on selecting keywords that are worth being asked from the conversational
context; this is expected to control the semantical consistence of generated question. The Transit mechanism
is designed to introduce new topics from a candidate corpus that has been deined using point-wise mutual
information (PMI) by measuring coherence to the conversational context; this is expected to help extend the
discussed topics and promote conversation. The context representation and the identiied question content are
jointly used for question pattern prediction. Driven by the predicted question pattern, the question is generated by
a recurrent decoder augmented with a joint attention over the conversational context and the topic representations
output from the Review and Transit mechanisms.

During training, the CNQG model is enhanced with a multi-task learning framework. We produce labeled data
for the question pattern prediction, Review and Transit mechanisms in a self-supervising way. Based on this,
multi-task learning is used to improve the use of existing training data and boost the performance of the question
generation process. To improve the joint training process, we also design a decaying strategy to allow the loss
weights of auxiliary learning tasks to adapt to changes in the corresponding losses.

To examine the efectiveness of the proposed CNQGmodel, we conduct extensive experiments on two human-to-
human chat corpora, i.e., DailyDialog and PersonaChat. Experimental results demonstrate that CNQG outperforms
various competitive baselines in terms of both automatic and human evaluations. It shows robust performance
across conversational contexts of diferent lengths. We also perform detailed analyses on the predictions of
the question pattern and content, and ind that CNQG produces accurate patterns and highly relevant topic
words. This helps to explain why CNQG performs well. An analysis of the multi-task learning behavior on
self-supervised annotation highlights the distinct contributions of the auxiliary learning tasks and validates the
efectiveness of the proposed loss weight decaying strategy.

The main contributions of our work can be summarized as follows:

• To the best of our acknowledge, we are the irst to extend the application of QG to the multi-turn open-domain
conversational scenario. We propose a context-enhanced neural question generation (CNQG) model that
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contains two crucial mechanisms, i.e., Review and Transit, to leverage conversational context for generating
relevant and informative questions.
• To fully utilize the limited amount of QG-speciic training data in the open-domain conversational corpora, we
enhance CNQG with multi-task learning on self-supervised annotations and design a weight decaying strategy
to adjust the inluence of various auxiliary learning tasks.
• We conduct extensive experimental tests to examine the efectiveness of CNQG and its major components;
we ind that it outperforms the state-of-the-art models in both automatic and human evaluations while being
robust to varying conversational context lengths.

2 RELATED WORK

We introduce related work along four dimensions: conversational systems in information retrieval, question
generation in open-domain conversations, conversational context modeling and multi-task learning.

2.1 Conversational Systems in Information Retrieval

Human-machine conversation has attracted increasing attention due to its promising potential and societal impact
[7]. The idea of viewing information retrieval systems as conversational systems has been around at least since the
1980s [4, 13]. After a long period of limited research activity, the topic of information-retrieval-as-conversation
has seen considerable growth recently.

Some recent work focuses on the creation of theoretical frameworks that help to identify research directions
as well as commonalities amongst algorithmic solutions [3, 41]. Other work examines the user experience and
user expectations with conversational information retrieval systems [see, e.g., 56, 58]. To facilitate progress in
the development of conversational search systems and to aid in the exploration of new conversational search
scenarios, a growing number of datasets has been released [57], for conversations based on search engine result
pages (SERPs) [44], conversational browsing [60], and spoken search interactions [55].
Of special interest to our work in this paper is the algorithmic work that is aimed at making conversations

more natural and engaging, through personalization, topic planning, knowledge grounding, or the addition
of empathy. For instance, Zhang et al. [73] make conversations more engaging by conditioning them on pre-
deined persona information. Wang et al. [62], Xing et al. [66] and Ling et al. [32] apply topic modeling and topic
transitions to enhance the informativeness of a conversation. Vakulenko et al. [59] and Zhang et al. [72] analyze
and organize conversations by reasoning over a commonsense graph. Rashkin et al. [43] incorporate emotions
into open-domain conversations.
Our work focuses on generating relevant and informative questions to help enhance the engagement of

conversational systems. It can be applied to support more natural human-machine interactions for conversational
IR systems, and can also solicit user feedback or clarify user intent to enhance retrieval performance.

2.2 uestion Generation for Conversations

Questions occur frequently in natural conversations, and asking questions is a necessary social skill for con-
versational systems. We classify questions in conversations into three major types, i.e., information-seeking,
clariication and open-ended, and review the related work for each type.

Information-seeking questions generally have speciic goals and focus on soliciting feedback from users, which
can be used to elicit users’ preference for personalized search and recommendation. For instance, Zhang et al.
[75] devise a łsystem ask-user respondž paradigm for conversational search, and design a memory network for
product search and recommendation. Lei et al. [25] build a framework to achieve deep interactions between
recommendation and conversation. Bi et al. [5] propose a conversational paradigm for product search, and an
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aspect-value likelihood model to incorporate feedback on non-relevant items. Besides IR systems, information-
seeking questions can also be applied to the ield of MRC. Previous research has studied the task of generating
a series of interconnected questions to perform information seeking on a given document passage through a
question-answering style conversation [18, 37ś39].
Clariication questions are aimed at asking about missing information in the context. They have broad

applications in practice, for example guiding users to complete a query in search engine, mining the intent of
interlocutors in a conversation, etc. Aliannejadi et al. [2], Zamani et al. [70] formulate the task of asking clarifying
questions in conversational search. Aliannejadi et al. [1] propose generating clarifying questions for open-domain
dialogue systems. Xu et al. [68] study asking clariication questions in knowledge-based question answering.
As part of a conversation, open-ended questions have no strict restrictions on their answers; they are used

to enhance dialogue engagement and trigger more interactions. Wang et al. [63] generate questions to keep
open-domain conversations interactive and persistent; they design a typed decoder to irst predict word type
and then conduct generation. Wang et al. [61] leverage the semantic coherence between question and answer to
enhance question generation; they use a coherence score as a reward function, and incorporate reinforcement
learning and generative adversarial networks into a conditional variational auto-encoder.
All three kinds of question occur naturally in the context of a conversation. They provide diferent ways for

machines to interact with humans. This paper focuses on generating relevant and informative questions for
open-domain conversations. Our prior work [31] introduces the conversational context to produce questions
for open-domain conversations; the PMI-based question content prediction that we have previously proposed is
susceptible to semantic noise. Thus, in this paper, we optimize our modeling of the conversational context by
employing a hierarchical framework and designing two diferent mechanisms, i.e., Review and Transit, that can
produce relevant and informative topic words as question content. Moreover, we leverage multi-task learning to
alleviate the sparsity of QG-speciic data in chat corpora.

2.3 Conversational Context Modeling

In conversational systems, the notion of context is multi-dimensional, as it may concern persona, emotion, physical
or linguistic environments. In our work, we particularly focus on the linguistic context, i.e., the conversational
history. Current approaches to conversational context modeling can be grouped into two types, non-hierarchical
and hierarchical.
Non-hierarchical approaches to conversational context modeling process the conversational context as a

whole, concentrating on word-level semantic and sequential relations. Early work directly concatenates histor-
ical contextual utterances into a sentence and adopts recurrent neural Networks (RNNs) to obtain a context
representation [50, 51]. These approaches may be challenged by the long-term dependency problem that RNNs
face. Thus, some research uses transformer-based architectures as they display are better at representing long
sentences than RNNs for context modeling. For instance, DialoGPT [76] and T5 [42], both adopt the transformer
as a basic encoding unit and have achieved impressive progress on context modeling. An essential problem of
non-hierarchical context modeling is that it ignores the semantic relations within contextual utterances, which
can actually relect dynamic topic low across a conversation.
Hierarchical approaches to conversational context modeling represent the conversational context at both

the utterance and discourse level. Serban et al. [48] presents the irst hierarchical approach, HRED, that irst
uses an RNN to get the embedding of each utterance and then employs another RNN to integrate the utterance
embeddings into a context representation. Based on this, HRED has been combined with memory networks
[8], latent variable models [49], and conditional auto-encoders [77]. To capture the distinct inluence of each
utterance in a context, some models [such as 67, 71] utilize attention mechanisms to enhance the hierarchical
context modeling. Compared to non-hierarchical approaches, the advantage of hierarchical approaches is that
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they consider the discourse semantics contained in the context, which can allows one to explore conversational
dynamics such as topic transitions across multi-turn interactions. In our work, we adopt a hierarchical framework
to produce a context representation, which is then used to conduct the question generation.

2.4 Multi-Task Learning

Multi-task learning (MTL) is meant to help a model generalize better on a given task by sharing representations
and jointly training with related tasks [6, 34]. MTL is an implicit data augmentation method. It can leverage
supervised labels from auxiliary tasks, which can provide a deeper analysis of existing data, especially in the
setting of limited labeled data. In QG, Zhou et al. [79] propose to employ language modeling to enhance QG by
MTL. Duan et al. [16], Tang et al. [54] leverage the intrinsic connections between question answering (QA) and
QG, and propose to improve QA with QG. In our work, we employ self-supervised annotations on the existing
training data to obtain additional labeled data, and then introduce related learning tasks to enhance the inal
question generation. Moreover, we design a loss weight decaying strategy to balance the inluence of various
training objectives.

On top of the related work discussed above, we add the following: (1) we initially apply QG to obtain engaging
conversations in the setting of multi-turn scenario by proposing two eicient mechanisms, i.e., Review and Transit,
for context utilization. (2) we alleviate the data sparsity issue existing in QG of open-domain conversations
through multi-task learning on self-supervised annotations.

3 APPROACH

The task of question generation in multi-turn open-domain conversations can be deined as follows: given
conversational context X = {U1, . . . ,U |X | } consisting of |X|-length utterances, the model should generate a
relevant and informative question Q by computing the conditional probability P (Q | X). Following previous
work [16, 19, 39, 80], the essence of question Q includes two parts, i.e., question content Qc and question pattern

Qp . Thus, P (Q | X) can be approximated through a two-stage process: (1) identifying Qc and Qp based on X; and
(2) decoding Q word-by-word based on Qc , Qp and X.

Figure 2 provides a high-level overview of the proposed context-enhanced neural question generation (CNQG)
model, which consists of three major components, i.e., (1) a question content prediction module (see Section 3.1)
to generate topic words that are worth being asked, i.e., Qc , by Review and Transit mechanisms; (2) a question
pattern prediction module (see Section 3.2) to classify the question to-be-generated into a certain pattern Qp

conditioned on the topic words Qc as well as the conversational context X; and (3) a question decoder module
(see Section 3.3) to implement the surface realization of the question through a recurrent decoder and a joint
attention mechanism over X, Qc and Qp . CNQG implements the above modules in an end-to-end framework; it
attempts to minimize the amount of manual work required while providing reasonable model interpretability
through a two-stage generation process.

3.1 uestion Content Prediction

The question content prediction module of the CNQG framework (the left most block in Figure 2) aims to
predict what topics will be discussed in the question to-be-generated; this is the most important step in question
generation. The set of topics discussed during a natural, multi-turn conversation tends to grow [20, 62]. Hence,
the question content predictor should achieve an efective balance between selecting existing topics so as to
maintain coherence and introducing fresh topics to further the conversation. The question content Qc in CNQG
has two parts: review topics and transit topics. We leverage the conversational context to produce candidate
existing topics and transit topics, and further utilize a semantic representation of the conversational context to
select the question content based on these candidates.
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Conversational context

Hierarchical 

context encoder

Review mechanism Transit mechanism

Embedding layer

Question content prediction Context vectors Review vectors Transit vectors

Question pattern

prediction Question decoder

Concat

Softmax

GRU

Context 

attention

Review 

attention

Transit

attention

GRU-based decoder

Generated question

Fig. 2. Overview of the context-enhanced neural question generation (CNQG) framework.

3.1.1 Hierarchical Context Encoder. Given a conversational context X = {U1, . . . ,U |X | }, the hierarchical context
encoder [48] irst employs an utterance encoder to obtain a vector representation of each utterance in X, and then
integrates these utterance representations through a context encoder.
Speciically, given Ui = {w1,i , . . . ,wNi ,i } (Ui ∈ X), the utterance encoder employs a bidirectional gated

recurrent unit (BiGRU) [10] to convert each wordwn,i (n ∈ [1,Ni ]) into a hidden vector huttn,i as follows:





−−−→
h
utt
n,i =

−−−−−→
BiGRU(

−−−−→
h
utt
n−1,i , ewn,i

),
←−−−
h
utt
n,i =

←−−−−−
BiGRU(

←−−−−
h
utt
n−1,i , ewn,i

),

h
utt
n,i =

−−−→
h
utt
n,i +

←−−−
h
utt
n,i ,

(1)

where ewn,i
is the initialized word embedding ofwn,i ; and

−−−→
h
utt
n,i and

←−−−
h
utt
n,i are the respective hidden vectors ofwn,i

for the forward and backward passes. Then, the context encoder uses a unidirectional gated recurrent unit (GRU)
[9] to obtain the context representation as follows:

h
con
i = GRU(hconi−1 , h

utt
i ), (2)

where hutti is the last hidden vector hutt
Ni ,i

of Ui , and h
con
i is the discourse-level representation of Ui . We write

{hcon1 , . . . , h
con
|X |
} for the semantic representation of conversational context, which not only carries the semantics

of various utterances but also captures the sequential relations within context.

3.1.2 Review Mechanism. A natural conversation is a coherent process, where utterances may have diverse local
focuses while the global theme remains consistent. Asking a non-relevant question without contextual coherence
may lead to an unnatural user experience and lead to a breakdown of the conversation . Inspired by the question
content selection of QG in MRC [46, 78], the intuition behind the Review mechanism is to select question content
from the conversational context, which can help the to-be-generated question maintain contextual coherence.

Speciically, for the words in the conversational context, after removing stop words, we view a conversational
session as a document and a word as a term in that document so that we can compute the TF-IDF [65] score
of each word. Then we choose at most |K | words with the highest TF-IDF scores as the context keywords for
X, denoted as K . Based on K , the Review mechanism selects several words from K as the question content.
Figure 3 (left) illustrates the Review mechanism.
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Review mechanism Transit mechanism

MLP with ReLU

MLP with ReLU

Sigmoid

Review scores

| |

con
h

...

Conversational context

Context keywords

TF-IDF

Review topics

Conversational context

Transit candidates

PMI

Embedding

Concat

MLP with tanh

Sigmoid

Transit scoresTransit topics

| |

con
h

Fig. 3. Illustrations of the Review and Transit mechanisms.

Given K = {k1, . . . ,k |K | }, where kj (j ∈ [1, |K |]) denotes a context keyword, a deep model consisting of a
stack of H multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) is designed to predict the review scores. The computation proceeds as
follows:





o0 = h
con
|X |

o1 = MLPr elu1 (o0)
.
.
.

.

.

.

oH = MLPr eluH (oH−1)

(3)

µ = sigmoid(oH ), (4)

where MLPr elu
h

(h ∈ [1,H ]) is a 1-layer MLP with a ReLU as the activating function; µ = {µ1, . . . , µ |K | }, where µ j
denotes the review score of kj indicating the probability that kj will be included in Qc .

We sort {µ1, . . . , µ |K | } by value and select the top-L context keywords with the highest review scores to be the
review topics KR , which will become the irst part of Qc . As KR has appeared in the given conversational context,
its relevance to the conversation theme can be guaranteed, thus we expect it to control the contextual coherence
of Qc . We further input KR into an embedding layer to obtain the review vectors, i.e., {ek1 , . . . , ekL }.

3.1.3 Transit Mechanism. In open-domain conversations, a question can not only be used to deepen or clarify
existing topics, but also enables the introducing of new topics that have not appeared yet but that are related
to conversational context. Choosing such transiting topics from an open-domain is a challenging task, as there
may be numerous candidates making it highly susceptible to noise, which eventually hurt the consistency of
the generated question. The Transit mechanism leverages the conversational context to irst produce coarse
transit candidates and then ilter out non-relevant ones resulting in more accurate transit topics. Figure 3 (right)
illustrates the Transit mechanism.

First, we construct a point-wise mutual information (PMI) matrix [12] based on the ⟨context, question⟩ pairs in
training corpus, and use it to identify transit candidates from the entire vocabulary. Speciically, nouns, verbs and
adjectives from the conversational context X are referred to as triggers, and those in the ground-truth question Q
as targets. The PMI score of wordw1 to wordw2 (w1,w2 ∈ V , whereV is the pre-deined vocabulary) is calculated
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as:

PMI (w1,w2) = log
p⟨trigger, target⟩ (w1,w2)

ptrigger (w1) · ptarget (w2)
, (5)

where p⟨trigger, target⟩ (w1,w2) is the co-occurrence probability of w1 occurring in triggers and w2 occurring in
targets, simultaneously; ptrigger (w1) and ptarget (w2) denote the independent probabilities of w1 occurring as a
trigger andw2 as a target, respectively. The PMI matrix is asymmetric. Based on the PMI matrix, given a word
w ∈ V , its relevance to X is calculated as

relevance (w,X) =

|K |∑

j=1

PMI (kj ,w ). (6)

We select at most 50 words with the highest relevance scores as the transit candidates, denoted as T .
Although T provides a limited and focused range of topics, it may still contain some non-relevant words. To

increase the accuracy of the transit topics, we measure the coherence between each transit candidate and the
conversational context. Here, coherence is a discourse-level feature concerned with the logical and semantical
organization of a text sequence. It has been widely used in discourse analysis [36] to determine whether two
sentences are semantically coherent. A transit candidate will be assigned a higher probability occurring in the
question content, if it obtains a higher coherence to the given conversational context. Inspired by the Neural
Coherence Model proposed by Xu et al. [69], we employ a neural framework to compute the coherence.
For each transit candidate tm ∈ T (m ∈ [1, |T |]), we irst concatenate its word embedding etm with the last

state of the context representation, i.e., hcon
|X |

as Concat[etm ; h
con
|X |

]. Then we input the concatenation into a 1-layer
MLP with tanh as activating function and use a linear projection matrixW followed by a sigmoid layer. Finally,
tm will receive a predicted score δm , i.e., its transit score, which indicates its coherence to X. Formally,

δm = sigmoid(W ∗MLPtanh (Concat[etm ; h
con
|X |

])). (7)

We sort the transit candidates in T by their transit scores and select the top-L highest scoring candidates as the
transit topics TT ; these topics serves as the second part of Qc . Compared to T , TT not only further narrows down
the scope of the topics, but also ilters out words that are less relevant to X. In TT , some words may have already
appeared in X while some are new. Finally, we embed TT into a vector space and obtain the transit vectors, i.e.,
{et1 , . . . , etL }.

3.2 uestion Patern Prediction

The question pattern denotes the question type, which plays an important role in guiding the question generation
process. An accurate question pattern will help to generate a relevant and informative question. Following
[19, 80], most question patterns are divided into 8 types: yes/no, what, who, how, where, when, why, and which.
Moreover, each pattern can be identiied by one or several representative question words or phrases, e.g., the
pattern when corresponds to łwhenž, łwhat timež. We view question pattern prediction as a classiication task
and assume that the question pattern Qp is jointly determined by the conversational context X and the predicted
question content Qc .

Formally, we irst concatenate the context vectors, the review vectors, and the transit vectors into a sequence,
and then input this ( |X| + |KR | + |TT |)-length sequence of vectors into a GRU-based recurrent network as follows:

h
pat

l
= GRU(hpat

l−1 , sl ), (8)

s0 = h
con
|X |
, sl ∈ {h

con
1 , . . . , h

con
|X |
, ek1 , . . . , ek |KR |

, et1 , . . . , et |TT |
}, (9)

where ek and et are the word embeddings of a review topic and a transit topic, respectively; hpat
l

is the l-th
hidden state, and l ∈ [1, |X| + |KR | + |TT |]. Such GRU-based encoding [19, 80] can put the representation of topic
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words in the conversational context, which further makes them adapt to speciic linguistic environment, not just
limit to word-level meanings.

After that, we feed the last state hpat
|X |+ |KR |+ |TT |

into a linear projection layer followed by a softmax operation as

P (Qp ) = softmax(WQ ∗ h
pat

|X |+ |KR |+ |TT |
), (10)

where WQ is the linear projection matrix, P (Qp ) is the probability distribution over the pre-deined 8 question
types.

3.3 uestion Decoder

The question decoder generates a question Q based on the conversational context X, the predicted question
content Qc , and the classiied question pattern Qp . We employ a GRU-based recurrent decoder jointly augmented
by three types of attention to implement the generation process.

Speciically, the n-th hidden state of question decoder, i.e., hdecn , is obtained as:

h
dec
n = GRU(hdecn−1, eŵn−1 , c

X
n , c

KR
n , c

TT
n ), (11)

h
dec
0 = h

con
|X |
, (12)

where eŵn−1 is the embedding of the generated word ŵn−1 at the (n − 1)-th step. cXn , c
KR
n and cTTn are obtained as

follows:




c
X
n =
∑ |X |

i=1 αi,nh
con
i , where αi,n = softmax(MLPtanh (hdecn−1, h

con
i )),

c
KR
n =

∑ |KR |
j=1 ρ j,nekj , where ρ j,n = softmax(MLPtanh (hdecn−1, ekj )) and

c
TT
n =

∑ |TT |
m=1 βm,netm , where βm,n = softmax(MLPtanh (hdecn−1, etm )).

(13)

Here, αi,n , ρ j,n and βm,n are weights produced by context attention, review attention and transit attention, respec-
tively; hconi is the i-th context vector; ekj and etm are the word embeddings of review topic kj and transit topic
tm , respectively.

Based on the hidden state hdecn , the word probability distribution at the n-th step is obtained by

P (ŵn ) = softmax(Wdec ∗ h
dec
n ), (14)

where Wdec is a matrix to project the dimension of hdecn to the vocabulary size |V |. Through the above process,
we can generate the target question Q by an auto-regressive manner, i.e., Q = {ŵ1, . . . , ŵ |Q | }

Diferent from previous generation-based work [15, 48, 53, 63, 67] that inputs a special ⟨GO⟩ token into the
irst step of the recurrent decoder, we follow Zhou et al. [80] and use the question word wQp

corresponding
to the classiied pattern Qp as the irst input token of the question decoder. Speciically, we directly use words
łwhat, who, how, where, when, why, whichž for their corresponding question patterns, i.e., what, who, how, where,
when, why, which. As the yes/no question pattern often features diverse interrogatives, like łdo, is, may, can,...ž,
we choose the representative łdož as its universal question word. Our purpose is to enhance the contextual
consistence of question through making the decoding process guided by a speciic pattern, rather than to achieve
optimal pattern prediction accuracy. During training, we employ a łteach-forcingž mode to input the ground-truth
question word to the irst step of decoder, which can prompt model convergence.

3.4 Multi-task Learning on Self-supervised Annotations

To fully utilize the limited QG-speciic training data to train our question generator, we propose to irst obtain
additional labeled data through a self-supervised annotation process, and then perform multi-task learning on
the parallel annotations so as to enhance the question generation process. In the remainder of this section, we
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will irst introduce the self-supervised annotations and the multi-task learning process, and then present a loss
weight decaying strategy that is designed to balance the inluence of various auxiliary tasks.

3.4.1 Self-supervised Annotations. Despite the fact that CNQG is an end-to-end framework, the predicted question
pattern, the selected review topics and the predicted transit topics are intermediate outputs of the question
generation. We generate training material for the question pattern prediction module, the Review and the Transit
mechanisms.
Speciically, based on the original paired ⟨context ,question⟩ data, we irst employ rules from [19, 80] to

identify the question pattern of each question in the training data, which is then used as a ground-truth label
for the question pattern prediction task. As for the Review mechanism, we label each context keyword in K
that simultaneously appears in the corresponding question as 1, otherwise 0. The labeled data is regarded as
the ground-truth for the review scores {µ1, . . . , µ |K | }. Likewise, for the Transit mechanism, transit candidates
in T that simultaneously occur in the corresponding question will get the label 1, which is then used as a
supervised signals for the transit scores {δ1, . . . ,δ |T | }. This annotation process is fully automatic and follows a
self-supervising paradigm that needs no additional labeled data except the raw training data.

3.4.2 Multi-Task Learning. Based on the self-supervised annotations, we introduce auxiliary learning tasks to
enhance the training of question generation. Speciically, the loss function LΘ of our model is as follows:

LΘ = Ldec + λQp
LQp

+ λRLR + λTLT , (15)

where Θ denotes the trainable parameter set of our model. Ldec is the question decoding loss that plays a
predominant role in the training process. LQp

, LR and LT are auxiliary losses from the question pattern
prediction, Review mechanism and Transit mechanism, respectively. The weights λQp

, λR and λT are weights to
balance the inluence of various auxiliary losses, whose values range from 0 to 1.
Ldec is computed as the cross-entropy function based on the negative log-likelihood of P (Q ), and Q denotes

the generated question {ŵ1, . . . , ŵ |Q | },

Ldec = −
1

|Q |

|Q |∑

n=1

logP (ŵn = wn ), (16)

where ŵn andwn are the generated word and the ground-truth word at the n-th step, respectively.
Question pattern prediction, the Review mechanism, and the Transit are essentially classiication tasks. Hence,

a natural way to compute LQp
, LR and LT is to use cross-entropy. However, there are class imbalance and

hard sample mining issues with these learning tasks. First, the distribution of diferent question patterns is
quite imbalanced. For example, in the DailyDialog dataset, more than 50% of the training samples feature the
yes/no pattern, while the remaining mass is distributed across the other 7 patterns. Such extreme class imbalance
makes it diicult to produce accurate predictions on question pattern classiication, especially for relatively
infrequent patterns. For the Review mechanism, the positive samples that have been assigned the label 1, i.e.,
context keywords that also occur in the corresponding question, are more meaningful than negative ones with
label of 0, while they only occupy a relatively small fraction in the set K . A similar comment can be made about
Transit mechanism. During the learning process, the easy negative samples may overwhelm training and lead to
poor performance on question content prediction.

To deal with the above issues, we borrow the Focal Loss [30] idea from the ield of computer vision. In the focal
loss function, loss is computed as follows:

FL(ŷ) =




−ψ (1 − ŷ)γ log ŷ, y = 1;

−(1 −ψ )ŷγ log(1 − ŷ), y = 0.
(17)
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where ŷ is the predicted probability, y is the ground-truth label;ψ is used to address the class imbalance issue
and γ can adjust the weight of hard samples. Thus, in our model, LQp

, LR and LT are computed as

LQp
=

1

8

8∑

q=1

FL(P (Q̂p = Q
q
p )) (18)

LR =
1

|K |

|K |∑

j=1

FL(µ j ) (19)

LT =
1

|T |

|T |∑

m=1

FL(δm ), (20)

where P (Q̂p = Q
q
p ) denotes the probability that the predicted question pattern Q̂p is the q-th pre-deined pattern

Q
q
p . Here, q = 1, . . . , 8, denotes the pre-deined question patterns, i.e., yes/no, what, who, how, where, when, why,

which.

3.4.3 Loss Weight Decaying. In Eq. (15), λQp
, λR and λT determine the respective importance of the auxiliary

learning tasks in the joint training process, which has been proven to have a positive impact on the model
performance [21]. Previous work [62, 63, 80] usually uses a naive sum or manually tuned parameters to set these
loss weights. Unfortunately, it is expensive to search for an optimal choice. In our work, we relate loss weight to
the convergence extent of the corresponding learning task, and propose a loss weight decaying strategy.
Generally in a multi-task learning process, diferent tasks may have diferent convergence speeds due to the

training data and the feature to be learned itself. In our model, the aim of multi-task learning is to train the
question generator in an optimal way, other than to keep every auxiliary loss to a minimum. Thus, we assume that
when an auxiliary loss displays a rising that means the corresponding learning task is close to convergence, its
contribution to the dominant question generation task tends to decline, thus its weight in the total loss LΘ should
be reduced. In practice, we are inspired by the widely used exponential learning rate decaying to implement the
loss weight decay strategy, where λ (a universal notation for λQp

, λR and λT ) is decayed as:

λ∗ = λϵσ , (21)

where ϵ is the decay rate; σ denotes that how often λ has decayed in training. In our experiments, the loss weight
will decay once its corresponding loss of the current epoch is higher than that of the last epoch.

4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The following research questions guide our experiments:

(RQ1) How does CNQG perform in terms of question relevance and informativeness? Does it outperform the
state-of-the-art question generation models?

(RQ2) Can CNQG predict accurate question patterns in a question?
(RQ3) How does CNQG perform on question content prediction? Can it generate accurate topic words in the

question?
(RQ4) What is CNQG’s performance in terms of human evaluation?
(RQ5) Does multi-task learning on self-supervised annotations help to improve the performance of CNQG? How

does each auxiliary learning task afect the model performance? Can the proposed loss weight decaying
strategy boost the joint training process?

(RQ6) How does CNQG perform under diferent context lengths?
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Table 1. Major statistics of the datasets used for evaluation. łContext lengthž denotes the number of uterances contained in
a context. łUterance lengthž denotes the number of words contained in an uterance.

Variable
DailyDialog PersonaChat

Training Testing Training Testing

Number of samples 25,939 2,883 39,195 4,356
Avg. context length 4.60 4.53 6.99 7.07
Avg. utterance length 13.23 13.12 11.80 11.79

4.1 Datasets and Pre-processing

We conduct experiments on two benchmark datasets, i.e., DailyDialog [28] and PersonaChat [73]. We choose
these two datasets because they are both chat corpora capturing real-time interactions between users; they share
much similarity with spoken dialogues between humans [57]. They contain multi-turn interactions about various
open-domain topics. Utterances contained in the two datasets are natural and colloquial, allowing us to provide a
realistic experimental environment for our experiments.

DailyDialog is collected from human-to-human talks in daily life. It contains 11,318 human-written dialogue
sessions and covers diverse topics such as culture, education, tourism and health etc.1

PersonaChat contains 12,949 dialogue sessions, where two interlocutors are assigned with provided personas
and chat naturally to get to know each other.2

Compared to PersonaChat, topics and language expressions of DailyDialog are more diverse and the interactions
it contains are closer to real life.
To train the models that we consider, we perform several pre-processing steps on the raw texts. First, for

both datasets, we employ the oicial version of training/test splits. Secondly, for the training and test sets,
given a conversation session {U1, . . . ,UM } (M ≥ 2), we construct ⟨context, response⟩ pairs, where context is
{U1, . . . ,Um−1} and response isUm (m ∈ (1,M]). Then we select samples whose response contains the question
mark ł?ž and obtain ⟨context, question⟩ paired data. Contexts longer than 15 turns and the utterances longer than
50 words are truncated. Each question is assigned to a certain question type by rules designed in [19, 80]. Table 1
presents the major statistics of the pre-processed datasets. Table 2 shows the fractions of the diferent question
patterns in the used datasets. We also provide conversation examples and their corresponding question patterns
in Table 3.

Table 2. Fractions of question paterns in the used datasets. łOthersž denotes questions that cannot be classified by rules
[19, 80].

who which when where why how what yes/no others

DailyDialog dataset

Training Set 1.22% 1.38% 3.25% 2.83% 4.74% 12.83% 21.26% 48.39% 4.10%
Testing Set 1.28% 1.27% 3.16% 2.57% 4.86% 13.49% 21.89% 47.73% 3.75%

PersonaChat dataset

Training Set 0.96% 0.38% 0.60% 3.97% 1.78% 11.76% 27.18% 48.14% 5.23%
Testing Set 0.83% 0.53% 0.37% 4.02% 2.09% 12.08% 27.73% 47.02% 5.33%

1The dataset can be downloaded at http://yanran.li/dailydialog.html.
2The dataset can be downloaded at https://github.com/facebookresearch/ParlAI.
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Table 3. Conversation examples from the used datasets. ł→ž separates uterances in diferent turns in the context. The first
example comes from DailyDialog dataset and the second from the PersonaChat dataset.

Context: Good afternoon. Can I help you?→I need some remedies for an upset stomach.
Question: Are you also sufering from pain and fever? (Pattern: yes/no)

Context: Good evening! How are you?→I’m great, just had transitional surgery.→Nice! How
are you recovering?→So far so good. What are you up to?→I was just playing Nintendo. And
my dog is here with me.
Question: Cool. What kind of do you have? (Pattern: what)

4.2 Baselines

To conduct performance comparisons, we employ three kinds of baselines. Table 4 presents detailed descriptions
of the key features of the baselines and the CNQG model.

• Traditional QG. Methods that are designed to produce training data for machine comprehension, including:
NQG a Seq2Seq-based question generation model augmented with attention mechanism and feature-enriched
encoder [15];

QType a model that fuses a question pattern prediction module and a feature-enriched encoder into the
Seq2Seq framework to guide the question generation [80];

T5-QG a model that uses transformer-based pre-trained model, i.e., T5 [42], to ine-tune on the question
generation task [35].

• Response Generation. Methods that generate context-aware responses for open-domain conversations, including:
HRED a multi-turn response generation model using a hierarchical context encoder [48];
HRAN a hierarchical attention framework modeling the importance of conversational context at both the
word and utterance level for multi-turn response generation [67];

ReCoSa a state-of-the-art model for multi-turn response generation, which leverages self-attention to detect
relevant conversational context [71].

• QG for Open-domain Conversations. This group includes four approaches:
STD and HTD two typed decoders proposed to generate questions only based on the last utterance for
open-domain conversations, which irst estimate a type distribution over word types and then use the type
distribution to modulate the inal word generation; STD models the word type in an implicit manner, while
HTD explicitly classiies words from the vocabulary into three types, namely interrogative, topic word and
ordinary word [63];

STD+ and HTD+ two variants of STD andHTD, respectively, which take the concatenation of the conversation
history and the last utterance as input.

4.3 Evaluation Methods

4.3.1 Automatic Evaluation. We follow previous work [15, 27, 31, 63, 80] to evaluate the generated questions on
two aspects: relevance, aimed at determing how relevant a question is to its given conversational context, and
informativeness, aimed at assessing how informative a question is in terms of sentence semantics, which should
contrasts with generic and dull questions.

For relevance, we adopt three metrics:

BLEU is a frequently-used metric in QG, which measures the N -gram overlap between the generated question
and the ground-truth one. N -gram refers to the number of consecutive words, where N is usually set as 1,
2, 3, and 4. As BLEU-4 considers the inluence of all N -gram, we choose it as our representative of BLEU
metrics [40].
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Table 4. Descriptions of key features of the baselines and the proposed CNQG model. łPaternž and łContentž denote that
the question patern and question content are pre-predicted in a model. łContextž means that the conversational context
is used in a model. łFeature-enriched encoderž indicates that the word embedding in the sentence encoder of a model is
enriched by lexical features and answer position. łMTLž indicates that model is augmented with multi-task learning.

Type Model

Feature

Pattern Content Context Feature-enriched encoder MTL

Traditional QG
NQG ✓ ✓

QType ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

T5-QG ✓

Response
generation

HRED ✓

HRAN ✓

ReCoSa ✓

QG for
open-domain
conversations

STD ✓ ✓ ✓

HTD ✓ ✓ ✓

STD+ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

HTD+ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

CNQG ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

ROUGE-L is similar to BLEU. Given a generated question and the ground-truth one, it measures their longest
matching sequence of words using LCS (longest common subsequence) [29].

BERTScore leverages the pre-trained contextual embeddings from BERT and matches words in generated and
ground-truth questions by cosine similarity. Unlike the BLEU and ROUGE metrics, which focus on word
overlap, the BERTScore can measure semantic relevance [74].

For informativeness, we use the following metrics:

Word entropy measures how non-generic the generated question is. Here we employ the bi-gram version of
averaged word entropy denoted as H (w ). Higher H (w ) values indicate that the generated question is more
informative [49].

Distinct is used to evaluate the sentence diversity and a higher value denotes the generated question is more
diverse. We adopt Distinct-1 and Distinct-2 to respectively measure the number of distinct uni-grams and
bi-grams in the generated questions [26].

Moreover, to obtain further insights into the performance on the question pattern and content prediction tasks,
we also evaluate all models with pattern-related and content-related metrics:

Accuracy and F1 are common used metrics for classiication tasks. Accuracy measures the overall performance
on pattern prediction, which denotes the percentage of generated questions that are featured with ground-
truth patterns in test sets. We employ the F1 score to investigate the predictive accuracy of a model on
each speciic pattern.

Average, Greedy and Extrema are embedding-based topic similarity metrics proposed in [33]. They can mea-
sure how semantically relevant the content of generated question is to that of the ground-truth.

4.3.2 Human Evaluation. We irst randomly select 300 samples from the DailyDialog dataset and conduct
predictions using various models. We choose the DailyDialog dataset for subjective evaluation, as it does not
require annotators to adapt to various personas and as its conversations concern daily-life topics, which makes it
easy for human annotators to understand and provide judgements. We invite three students who have passed the
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CET-4 (College English Test Band 4 in China) and are not involved in our work to be the annotators. Then, each
question was evaluated by all three annotators in terms of the following four metrics:

Grammaticality. Is the generated question grammatically correct?
Relevance Is the generated question semantically relevant to the given conversational context?
Informativeness Is the generated question a meaningful and informative response, which is distinct from

generic and dull ones like łwhat’s the matterž, łdo you have any questionsž?
Interactiveness Is the generated question engaging for users? Can it triggermore interactions? Does it contribute

to dialogue persistence?

All four metrics are assessed using a ive-point scale (1, 2, 3, 4, 5), where higher values denote better performance.
For each model, we average the ratings of three annotators as the inal evaluated result. We also employ the Kappa
score [64] for each model on each metric to indicate how the three annotators agree in their judgments. The Kappa
score usually ranges from 0 to 1 and higher values denote better consistency among annotators. Generally, a Kappa
score in [0.0, 0.20] indicates slight consistency, [0.21, 0.40] fair consistency, [0.41, 0.60] moderate consistency,
[0.61, 0.80] substantial consistency, and [0.81, 1.0] almost perfect consistency.

The human evaluation is conducted in a reference-free manner, which means that the annotators do not access
to the ground-truth questions. On the one hand, this will drive human annotators to provide evaluations based
on their own comprehensive understanding of the conversational context. On the other hand, this respects the
fact that there may be no standard responses in open-domain conversations, which can provide a diferent view
of validation to investigate model performance.

4.4 Implementation Details

In our implementation of the CNQG model, we employ NLTK3 for pos-tagging and the scikit_learn4 package
to conduct the TF-IDF-based context keywords extraction. The PMI matrix is calculated on the training corpora.
The maximum number of context keywords and transit candidates are set as 50 and 20, respectively, since too few
may fail to cover words related to current conversation while too many will introduce common words afecting
informativeness. The number of review topics or transit topics, i.e., L, is set to 5 according to a tuning process.
All recurrent units, like GRU and BiGRU, have a 1-layer structure with 512 hidden cells. The word embeddings
are randomly initialized and trainable with dimension of 512. The deep model in the Review mechanism consists
of 4-layer MLP structures, whose hidden sizes are respectively 1024, 512, 128, 5. For the joint training process, the
loss weights λQp

, λR and λT are all initialized to 1, and are decayed with 0.5 when their corresponding losses
in the current epoch are higher than that in the last epoch. We keep the origin parameter settings of the focal
loss [30], whereψ is 0.25 and γ is 2.
For the NQG, T5-QG, STD and HTD baselines, we adopt implementations that have been open-sourced by

the corresponding authors.5 Implementations of HRED, HRAN and ReCoSa are released by [24]. We re-produce
QType and implement the CNQG model within the Tensorlow framework.6 The shared parameters between
baselines and CNQG are set to the same values, and the remainder is ine-tuned to ensure the best performance.
All models are trained for at most 20 epochs and are optimized with the Adam Optimizer with a learning rate of
0.001. The mini-batch size is 64.

3https://www.nltk.org/
4https://scikit-learn.org/stable/install.html
5NQG: https://github.com/yanghoonkim/neural_question_generation. T5-QG: https://github.com/ThilinaRajapakse/simpletransformers. STD
and HTD: https://github.com/victorywys/Learning2Ask_TypedDecoder.
6The code of our own implementations will be open-sourced at https://github.com/katherinelyx/CNQG.
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Table 5. Performance comparison on question relevance and informativeness. łDis-1ž and łDis-2ž are short for Distinct-1
and Distinct-2, respectively. The results of the best performer and the best baseline are set in boldface and underlined,
respectively. ▲ denotes significantly beter than the best baseline in a paired t-test with α = 0.05.

Type Model BLEU-4 ROUGE-L BERTScore H (w ) Dis-1 Dis-2

DailyDialog dataset

Traditional
QG

NQG 0.1904 0.2502 0.1685 12.3102 0.0453 0.1901
QType 0.1971 0.3499 0.2572 12.6762 0.0681 0.2889
T5-QG 0.1269 0.1684 0.1503 12.3782 0.0568 0.2282

Response
generation

HRED 0.1492 0.2365 0.1191 11.4568 0.0170 0.0571
HRAN 0.1953 0.1926 0.0663 11.5793 0.0219 0.1084
ReCoSa 0.1625 0.2237 0.1310 12.2164 0.0198 0.0609

QG for
open-domain
conversations

STD 0.1632 0.2424 0.1566 11.6802 0.0162 0.0751
HTD 0.1317 0.2250 0.1156 12.3736 0.0369 0.2332
STD+ 0.1380 0.2394 0.1562 11.5999 0.0199 0.0903
HTD+ 0.1295 0.2340 0.1230 12.3181 0.0423 0.2284

CNQG 0.2258▲ 0.3606▲ 0.2735▲ 12.8659▲ 0.0793▲ 0.3504▲

PersonaChat dataset

Traditional
QG

NQG 0.1786 0.2681 0.1608 10.4772 0.0247 0.0807
QType 0.1434 0.2598 0.1421 11.1053 0.0354 0.1434
T5-QG 0.1253 0.1674 0.0906 9.9738 0.0290 0.0945

Response
generation

HRED 0.1687 0.2740 0.1554 10.0925 0.0130 0.0400
HRAN 0.1899 0.2660 0.1570 10.7962 0.0104 0.0314
ReCoSa 0.1725 0.2669 0.1605 10.5046 0.0189 0.0585

QG for
open-domain
conversations

STD 0.1783 0.3001 0.1717 9.3490 0.0036 0.0118
HTD 0.1865 0.2673 0.1405 10.4253 0.0181 0.1012
STD+ 0.1851 0.2924 0.1836 9.6749 0.0033 0.0118
HTD+ 0.1824 0.2694 0.1345 10.3991 0.0190 0.1121

CNQG 0.1920 0.2780 0.1729 11.8370▲ 0.0411 0.2428

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Performance on Relevance and Informativeness

To answer (RQ1), we compare the CNQGmodel to the baselines listed in Section 4.2; we evaluate their performance
on the DailyDialog and PersonaChat datasets introduced in Section 4.1, in terms of the metrics described in
Section 4.3. We also conduct signiicance tests (t-test with α=0.05). The results are presented in Table 5.
Let us irst discuss the baselines. In terms of the question relevance metrics, we see that QType achieves the

best performance on DailyDialog dataset; STD and its variant STD+ perform better in terms of ROUGE-L and
BERTScore, respectively, on PersonaChat dataset. It may be attributed to the fact that these methods produce
speciic predictions about pattern and content to guide the question decoding process, which enhances the
contextual relevance of the generated questions. Compared to the response generation methods, QG models
specializing on open-domain conversations generally obtain better performance on question relevance, especially
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in terms of BERTScore. This may be attributed to the fact that asking a relevant question not only concerns
providing a response with a special form, but also requires identifying what is worth being asked in the preceding
conversation. This further indicates the need to design a special QG model for open-domain conversations.
As to the baseline performance in terms of the question informativeness metrics, i.e., H (w ), Distinct-1 and

Distinct-2, we see that traditional QG methods generally outperform response generation methods. However,
the open-domain conversational QG methods, particularly STD and STD+, do not seem to a stable advantage.
For instance, STD obtains the lowest value on H (w ) and STD+ performs worst on the Distinct metrics, even
augmented with conversational context. This may be attributed to the fact that these methods do not properly
utilize conversational context. Context provides background information for the question generation process; it
can help to characterize the semantics of a conversation, leading to the generation of informative and diverse
questions. Inappropriate use of context may negatively impact question quality. STD misses the information
contained in the context, while in STD+ the context introduces considerable noise in the topic words without
efective iltering.

Next, let us focus on the CNQG model. CNQG signiicantly outperforms all baselines in terms of all metrics on
the DailyDialog dataset. On the PersonaChat dataset, CNQG outperforms the baselines on almost all metrics,
except for ROUGE-L and BERTScore, where STD and STD+ perform best. Speciically, compared to traditional QG
method, CNQG performs consistently better on all metrics. We attribute the strong performance of CNQG to the
Review and Transit mechanisms, which can not only select consistent topics from the conversational context but
also introduce relevant and new topics. Furthermore, compared to STD, HTD and their variants, CNQG wins on
almost all metrics except for ROUGE-L and BERTScore. CNQG achieves particularly large improvements in terms
of the Distinct metrics. This conirms the importance of properly utilizing conversational context in question
generation for open-domain conversations. CNQG’s multi-task learning based on self-supervised annotations
essentially mines the conversational context, which also contributes to its solid performance.

5.2 uestion Patern Prediction

To answer (RQ2), given a question generated by one of the models, we irst identify its corresponding question
pattern by the same rules that are employed in [19, 80], and then calculate the Accuracy to evaluate how well the
pattern matches the ground-truth pattern. We also use the F1 score to assess the model performance on each
pattern prediction. We only present the results on the DailyDialog dataset; the results on the PersonaChat dataset
are qualitatively similar. Table 2 presents the relative fractions of the question patterns in the DailyDialog dataset.
The pattern distribution is imbalanced, i.e., the majority of questions feature what or yes/no patterns. Many
questions in natural conversations may not have typical or formal question words, as people tend to use colloquial
expressions in daily communication. As a consequence, what and yes/no become the generic question patterns
in open-domain conversations. It also suggests that it is a diicult task to accurately predict a question pattern
especially for infrequent patterns, such as who, which, when. The performance on question pattern prediction is
presented in Table 6.
Let us focus on the baselines irst. As shown in Table 6, T5-QG and QType achieves higher values in terms

of Accuracy compared to other baselines, indicating they can well approximate to the ground-truth pattern
distribution on the whole. The response generation methods (HRED, HRAN, ReCoSa) fail to generate some
relatively infrequent patterns such as who and which. NQG, HTD and HTD+ are able to predict most patterns
except which, where and who. Surprisingly, STD achieves poor performance on pattern diversity, only providing
generic patterns in the generated questions. The implicit word type prediction of STD cannot efectively learn
features from minority question patterns. QType presents a diverse coverage of question patterns, demonstrating
the efectiveness of additional question pattern prediction. T5-QG also covers all types of question pattern.
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Table 6. Performance comparison on question patern prediction in the DailyDialog dataset. The results of the best performer
and the best baseline are set in boldface and underlined, respectively. łśž denotes that none of the generated questions
feature the corresponding patern.

Model Accuracy
F1

who which when where why how what yes/no

NQG 0.4083 0.1143 ś 0.1165 ś 0.1926 0.1751 0.3464 0.5465
QType 0.5104 0.3461 0.1905 0.1987 0.3066 0.3282 0.3094 0.3757 0.6557
T5-QG 0.5231 0.1212 0.0606 0.0769 0.0964 0.1789 0.1636 0.1998 0.6906

HRED 0.4162 ś ś 0.0301 ś ś 0.0452 0.2782 0.5811
HRAN 0.4259 ś ś ś ś 0.0199 0.1283 0.2119 0.6105
ReCoSa 0.3909 ś ś ś 0.0294 0.1959 0.1601 0.2957 0.5379

STD 0.3802 ś ś ś ś ś 0.0442 0.3152 0.5200
HTD 0.2688 ś ś 0.0343 0.0421 0.1067 0.1811 0.2598 0.3736
STD+ 0.2404 ś ś ś ś 0.0744 0.2228 0.2553 0.2922
HTD+ 0.2196 ś ś 0.0427 ś 0.0897 0.1785 0.3101 0.2023

CNQG 0.5646 0.3902 0.1569 0.2533 0.3200 0.3759 0.3471 0.4452 0.6954

By zooming in on the F1 score of each pattern prediction, we observe that T5-QG obtains a worse performance
than QType on most patterns except yes/no. As the yes/no pattern covers almost half of the samples in the
DailyDialog dataset, it is clear why T5-QG achieves the highest Accuracy score amongst the baselines. The prior
knowledge learned from pre-training helps T5-QG obtain diverse patterns in questions it generates, but it fails
to predict accurate question patterns for certain conversations due to the lack of context understanding and
specialized pattern prediction.
Compared to the baselines, the CNQG model achieves the highest Accuracy scores on the question pattern

prediction task. CNQG not only covers all types of ground-truth patterns, but also obtains the highest F1 scores
on almost all patterns except which. The question pattern prediction module and the multi-task learning based
on self-supervised annotations help CNQG learn how to ask relevant questions from a limited amount of data.

5.3 uestion Content Prediction

To answer (RQ3), given the ground-truth and the generated questions, we use NLTK to identify the nouns, verbs
and adjectives from each question and ilter out stop words. The remaining words are regarded as question
content. Then, we calculate the embedding-based topic similarity metrics, i.e., Average, Greedy and Extrema,
to measure how semantically relevant the content of the generated question is to that of the ground-truth. We
only present the results on the DailyDialog dataset, since qualitatively similar indings are obtained for the
PersonaChat dataset. The results are shown in Table 7.

T5-QG is the best performing baseline in terms of Average and QType is best performing in terms of Extrema
and Greedy. QType employs a feature-enriched encoder to represent the conversational context, highlighting the
semantically relevant words according to lexical feature and answer position. This helps QType to select accurate
question content. T5-QG contains prior knowledge learned from pre-training corpora, which makes it generate
more informative words in questions and further achieve good performance on question content prediction.
Compared to STD and HTD, their variants STD+ and HTD+ perform better on most metrics, indicating the
importance of conversational context to question content prediction.
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Table 7. Performance comparison on question content prediction in the DailyDialog dataset. The results of the best performer
and the best baseline are set in boldface and underlined, respectively. ▲ denotes significantly beter than the best baseline in
a paired t-test with α = 0.05.

Model Average Extrema Greedy

NQG 0.5531 0.3505 0.4491
QType 0.5913 0.4577 0.5329
T5-QG 0.6122 0.4219 0.5081

HRED 0.4829 0.3147 0.3957
HRAN 0.5729 0.3310 0.4399
ReCoSa 0.5282 0.3242 0.4212

STD 0.5135 0.3351 0.4242
HTD 0.4943 0.3182 0.4073
STD+ 0.4921 0.3477 0.4270
HTD+ 0.5007 0.3331 0.4200

CNQG 0.6240▲ 0.4963▲ 0.5654▲

CNQG signiicantly outperforms all baselines on the question content prediction task. The strong performance
of CNQG can be attributed to (1) the Review and Transit mechanisms in CNQG, which provide two sources
for question content, one for emphasizing topics in the conversational context, the other to help transit the
conversational focus to new but relevant topics; this combination allows CNQG to adapt to open-domain
conversations even if they have diferent conversational aims; and (2) multi-task learning on self-supervised
annotations fully leverages the topic relevance and the topic transitions relected in the training data, which
further boosts the efect of the Review and Transit mechanisms.

5.4 Human Evaluation

To answer (RQ4), we conduct human evaluation based on randomly selected samples from the DailyDialog
dataset in terms of grammaticality, relevance, informativeness and interactiveness. We also present the Kappa
score for each model on each metric to show how the three annotators agree in their judgments. The results are
shown in Table 8.
All models perform well on grammaticality, indicating they all can provide grammatically correct questions.

Surprisingly, the Kappa scores on grammaticality are relatively low. It may be attributed to the fact that the
annotators have diferent tolerance to colloquial expressions. In terms of relevance and informativeness, our
CNQG model achieves the best performance with the highest Kappa scores. These results are consistent with
the results of automatic evaluation (Table 5), validating the efectiveness of CNQG on question generation for
open-domain conversations from the perspective of real human-machine interaction. In addition, we ind that QG
models specializing on open-domain conversations, i.e., STD, HTD, STD+, HTD+ and our CNQG, signiicantly
outperform other models in terms of relevance. This further validates the uniqueness of this domain. We cannot
directly apply current response generation models or traditional QG models to generating relevant questions for
open-domain conversations and achieve state-of-the-art performance.

As to interactiveness, although our CNQG model performs better than the best baseline T5-QG, its correspond-
ing Kappa score is much lower than T5-QG. On the one hand, annotators may have diverse understandings about
what łinteractivenessž is due to diferent background knowledge; on the other hand, T5-QG contains prior knowl-
edge reined from pre-training corpora, which makes it powerful on text generation. This suggests a promising
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Table 8. Performance comparison on human evaluation on the DailyDialog dataset. The results of the best performer and
the best baseline are set in boldface and underlined, respectively. ▲ denotes significantly beter than the best baseline in a
paired t-test with α = 0.05. The values in brackets denote the Kappa scores.

Model Grammaticality Relevance Informativeness Interactiveness

NQG 3.8122 (0.2465) 2.3322 (0.2543) 3.0656 (0.3119) 3.6433 (0.4835)
QType 3.9000 (0.1720) 2.4622 (0.2063) 2.2533 (0.4324) 3.1722 (0.5878)
T5-QG 3.9500 (0.1893) 2.2944 (0.2621) 2.8200 (0.4709) 3.7302 (0.8180)

HRED 3.9767 (0.1535) 2.7944 (0.3364) 2.1911 (0.4204) 2.8667 (0.6486)
HRAN 3.9244 (0.2637) 2.2822 (0.2852) 2.1578 (0.3675) 2.4400 (0.7919)
ReCoSa 4.1056 (0.1172) 2.4211 (0.2393) 2.4011 (0.3213) 2.8478 (0.2567)

STD 3.9456 (0.1158) 2.9389 (0.3612) 2.5022 (0.2782) 2.9033 (0.1617)
HTD 3.8667 (0.0723) 2.8878 (0.3331) 2.3578 (0.4827) 2.9100 (0.2200)
STD+ 3.9256 (0.1608) 2.9622 (0.3363) 2.0778 (0.3455) 2.2911 (0.1114)
HTD+ 3.9244 (0.1410) 2.9422 (0.3551) 2.1467 (0.3745) 2.6533 (0.2012)

CNQG 4.0256 (0.2635) 3.1084▲ (0.3663) 3.2744▲ (0.5121) 3.7600 (0.1444)

way to further enhance the CNQG model: irst pre-train CNQG on large-scale conversational datasets where
questions naturally occur, and then ine-tune it on target chat corpora. It resembles the process of human learning,
that irst obtaining the ability of asking and then learning to ask questions for open-domain conversations.

As an aside, disagreement between automatic and human evaluation relects a typical feature of open-domain
conversations. It is one-to-many, i.e., the same context may have diverse responses displaying diferent information,
emotions, or attitudes; and the same information may be expressed using diferent realizations. The creativity of
open-domain conversations makes it hard to have a standard response, as a result of which relative performance
may difer between automatic and human evaluations. Despite this observation, CNQG outperforms all baselines
on both automatic and human evaluations, underlining its advantage for generating questions for open-domain
conversations.

5.5 Analysis of Multi-task Learning based on Self-supervised Annotations

To answer (RQ5), we conduct a detailed empirical test of the multi-task learning based on self-supervised
annotations of CNQG. We train CNQG with various settings of the λR , λT , and λQp

parameters, and then compare
the resulting performance in terms of automatic metrics. Speciically, when λR=0, the loss function of the Review
mechanism, i.e., LR , does not take part in the multi-task learning (see Eq. (15)), while the Review mechanism is
still kept in CNQG, and similarly for λT and λQp

. The results are presented in Table 9.
First, we discuss the impact of each auxiliary learning task. The setting (0, 0, 0) denotes that no auxiliary

learning is employed. Comparing the performance of (1, 0, 0) to that of (0, 0, 0), we can see improvements in
terms of most metrics, which validates that introducing the loss LR in the Review mechanism enhances both
the relevance and the informativeness of generated questions. In contrast, the setting where (λR , λT , λQp

) is
set to (0, 1, 0) sufers from performance drops on most metrics. The self-supervised annotations on the Transit
mechanism are afected by the class imbalance (i.e., most transit candidates get label 0), as the PMI-based transit
candidates may contain considerable noise. When jointly trained with only auxiliary learning on the Transit
mechanism, question generation is misled by non-relevant transit topics and eventually gets a poor performance
on question relevance and informativeness. As to (0, 0, 1), we see that model performance improves in terms of
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Table 9. Performance comparison with various setings for λR , λT and λQp
, whose values are set as 0 when their corresponding

loss functions are removed from training. LWD denotes the Loss Weight Decaying strategy. The result of the best performer
is set in boldface.

(λR , λT , λQp
) BLEU-4 ROUGE-L BERTScore H (w ) Dis-1 Dis-2

(0,0,0) 0.2369 0.3799 0.2865 12.7351 0.0716 0.3325
(1,0,0) 0.2568 0.3824 0.2966 12.7987 0.0761 0.3468
(0,1,0) 0.1383 0.2149 0.1195 12.7574 0.0712 0.3320
(0,0,1) 0.1487 0.2642 0.1674 12.8448 0.0754 0.3449
(1,0,1) 0.2471 0.3801 0.2908 12.5811 0.0697 0.3224
(1,1,1) 0.1562 0.2691 0.1704 12.7121 0.0747 0.3321

LWD 0.2258 0.3606 0.2735 12.8659 0.0793 0.3504

informativeness metrics, i.e., H (w ) and Distinct, while it drops in terms of relevance metrics, i.e., BLEU, Du
kl

and

Db
kl
.
Based on these observations, we conclude: (1) LR , LT and LQp

have a diferent impact on question generation;
and (2) LR can boost the quality of the generated questions, LQp

works on question informativeness, while LT
has a negative impact on question generation. However, does LT really contribute nothing to the performance
of CNQG? To answer this question, we pay particular attention to the performance of (1, 0, 1) and see that the
informativeness metrics all decline compared to (0, 0, 0). This shows that LT can actually beneit the question
generation if we apply it properly.
A natural way for comprehensive performance improvement is to apply a combination of the three loss

functions. Following [80], we have assigned λR , λT and λQp
with equal weights, i.e., (1, 1, 1), but we have found

that it performs worse than (0, 0, 0). Another widely used way is to search for a relatively optimal choice through
training with diferent hand-crafted settings [62, 63]. However, this is prohibitively time-consuming due to the
size of the search space. The proposed loss weight decaying (LWD) strategy provides a reasonable solution. As
shown in Table 9, the LWD strategy achieves the best performance in terms of question informativeness. In
particular, compared to the (1, 1, 1) setting, LWD presents obvious performance gains. The key point is that LWD
is fully automatic and enables us to achieve good performance without manual work involved in setting loss
weights.

5.6 Impact of Context Length

To answer (RQ6), we examine the performance of various models under diferent context lengths. Figure 4 shows
the distribution of the number of samples under various context lengths in the DailyDialog dataset. We can see
that the context length of most conversations is less than 6: people tend to have relatively short conversations in
daily life. Thus, we irst divide the test samples of the DailyDialog dataset into three groups according to their
context length, i.e., [1, 5], (5, 10] and > 10. Then, for simpliicity, we calculate the BLEU-4 and H (w ) scores of
each group for baselines and the CNQG model. We choose the above two metrics as they are representatives for
relevance and informativeness respectively. The results are plotted in Figure 5.
Based on Table 5, we concluded that QType is the best baseline in terms of all metrics on the DailyDialog

dataset. Nevertheless, in Figure 5 we see that the performance of QType in terms of BLEU-4 declines as the
context length increases, and the drop is much obvious when the context length is larger than 10. In terms
of H (w ), we can also see luctuating performance of QType with variations of the context length. A similar
phenomenon can be observed for other baselines. Based on these observations, we conclude that it is non-trivial
for a model to maintain stable performance under diferent context lengths, since long and short contexts ofer
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Fig. 4. Distribution of the number of samples of varying context lengths in the DailyDialog test set.

(a) BLEU-4 (b) H (w )

Fig. 5. Comparison oof model performance under diferent context lengths on the DailyDialog test set.

diferent challenges. Long contexts usually contain more words or sentences, which bring well-known long-term
dependency and memory decay issues in context modeling [8], making it increasingly diicult to capture the
focus of a conversation. Short contexts may carry too little information to be able to characterize its focus.

Interestingly, despite the variation in context length, compared to the baselines, the CNQG model consistently
maintains a strong performance in terms of all presented metrics under every context length. We attribute this
robustness to the question content prediction module of CNQG. For long contexts, the hierarchical encoder can
produce a discourse-level context representation that will capture high-level semantics contained in the conver-
sational context and alleviate the long-term dependency issue. Meanwhile, the Review and Transit mechanisms
ilter out non-essential information from the context, which helps to capture the conversational focus. As to short
contexts, the Transit mechanism introduces relevant topic words based on PMI that will augment the limited
semantic features contained in the original conversational context.
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Table 10. Case study. Gra., Rel., Info. and Inte. are short for Grammaticality, Relevance, Informativeness and Interactiveness,
respectively.

 

Context: Hey, George. How is your chicken? → My chicken tastes all right, but it is pretty dry. How is your fish? → My fish is pretty dry too. → It is almost as if this good has been sitting a little too long. It does not seem fresh. → Yes, it seems that way to me also. 
Reference: How are your vegetables? 

CNQG 

Are your vegetables OK? 

Review topics: sitting, fish, long, chicken, tastes 

Transit topics: raving, vegetables, fish, prediction, colder BLEU- :  .  

ROUGE-L: .  

BERTScore: .  

( )H w : .  Gra.:  Rel.:  Info.:  Inte.:  

QType 

Do you really think so? BLEU- :  .  

ROUGE-L: .  

BERTScore:  .  

( )H w : .  Gra.:  Rel.:  Info.:  Inte.:  

ReCoSa 

How about mah jong? BLEU- : .   

ROUGE-L: .  

BERTScore: .  

( )H w : .  Gra.:  Rel.:  Info.:  Inte.:  

STD 

What do you mean? BLEU- : .   

ROUGE-L: .  

BERTScore: .  

( )H w : .  Gra.:  Rel.:  Info.:  Inte.:  

HTD 

How much is it dating for a pushcart? BLEU- : .  

ROUGE-L: .  

BERTScore: .  

( )H w : .  Gra.:  Rel.:  Info.:  Inte.:  

 

Context: Are you being served, madam? → No. Um, do you carry any padded coat? → Yes, what size is in your mind? → Small size. → Reference: Any particular brand? 

CNQG: And what is your charge today? 

Review topics: served, mind, small, size, padded 

Transit topics: , charge, nice, frisk, flavors 

 

5.7 Case Studies

To gain further insights into how the proposed CNQG model works and understand its strengths and weaknesses,
we present a positive and a negative example of questions generated by CNQG and several baselines in Table 10.
We also provide the intermediate review topics and transit topics produced by CNQG. Furthermore, to provide
an intuitive explanation of the automatic and human evaluations, we report the speciic scores that each model
achieves on various metrics.

In Example 1 in Table 10, the context is relatively long and the interlocutors are łdiscussing their foodž. Given
the long context, the Review mechanism selects ive topic words to ilter out trivial information and characterize
what is worth being asked out. Despite the fact that the generated transit topics contain noise, e.g., łravingž
and łpredictionž, they introduce a relevant and fresh topic word, i.e., łvegetablesž. This makes CNQG accurately
capture a suitable topic transition and produce a relevant question. Compared to the CNQG model, QType and
STD provide proper but meaningless questions, which can serve as responses to their corresponding context but
contribute little to dialogue persistence. Questions produced by ReCoSa and HTD are totally irrelevant.
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Let us now focus on the model performance in terms of various metrics. CNQG performs best on both automatic
and human evaluation metrics. However, there are also conlicts among these evaluation metrics. For instance,
the question generated by HTD is irrelevant from the subjective perspective and also obtains a low BLEU-4 score,
but its performance in terms of BERTScore is relatively high; ReCoSa obtains a relatively high ROUGE-L score
indicating good performance on question relevance, which conlicts with its performance on the relevance of
human evaluation. This shows that evaluation for open-domain conversation is a non-trivial problem, due to its
open-ended goal and the richness of natural language. In this paper, we employ various metrics to provide a
comprehensive evaluation as insightful as possible.
Example 2 in Table 10 is a negative example. Given the context, the Review mechanism of CNQG produces

ive topic words that can indicate the gist of the given conversation, i.e., łbuying a padded coatž. Nonetheless, the
topic words predicted by the Transit mechanism digress from the main gist. The semantics of the inal generated
question is dominated by the transit topic words, which are inappropriate. This relects a potential disadvantage
of the CNQG model. Topic words from the Review and Transit mechanisms have equal inluence on the question
decoding process, which may lead to non-ideal questions especially when the Transit mechanism produces noisy
words.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have proposed a context-enhanced neural question generation (CNQG) model for open-domain
conversations. CNQG uses a Review and Transit mechanism to identify what is worth being asked in the question;
the irst mechanism is used to emphasize topics in the conversational context in order to achieve coherence, the
second mechanism is used to introduce new but relevant topics so as to promote multi-turn interactions. To fully
utilize the limited question generation (QG)-speciic training data available in chat corpora, CNQG performs
multi-task learning on self-supervised annotations that are obtained from the question pattern prediction, Review
mechanism, and Transit mechanism. A decaying strategy is proposed to automatically adjust the inluence of
multiple training objectives.
Extensive experimental results on two open-domain conversational datasets demonstrate the strong perfor-

mance of the proposed CNQG model compared to competitive state-of-the-art baselines on generating relevant
and informative questions. By performing detailed assessments of the predictive performance for the question
pattern and content tasks, we ind that CNQG enables us to produce accurate patterns and semantically relevant
topics, which provides an explanation for its strong performance. We have also found that CNQG is robust to
variations in context length, making it a suitable choice for diverse conversational scenarios.

As to broader implications of our work, the proposed CNQG model can be applied to generate relevant and
informative questions for conversational search and recommendation systems [17]. It will help to seek information
from users in terms of questions, products or features, clarify usersâĂŹ intent, and provide humanized interacting
service.

Naturally, CNQG leaves room for improvement. In particular, when handling generic conversational contexts,
the Review mechanism cannot capture recognizable context keywords, while the Transit mechanism may mostly
introduce non-relevant topics under such conditions. Besides, the question decoder assigns equal inluences for
Review and Transit mechanisms by default, which may make those noisy words produced by Transit mechanism
overwhelm relevant ones from Review mechanism.
A potential direction for future work is to enhance CNQG by dynamically assigning diferent degrees of

inluence of the Review and Transit mechanism on the question decoder. This can help the model adapt to diverse
conversational scenarios, e.g., chatting around ixed topics, or dynamically transiting to diferent topics. Another
interesting direction for future work is to study łwhen to askž problem, since identifying a proper time to increase
engagingness and ask questions, is important in multi-turn conversations.
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